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"The Wartburg is much like an English farmhouse. If Priest's Hawse1 was perched on the top of a mountain, it would resemble it. It has an irregular court, of which rugged rock is the pavement, surrounded with scattered buildings, some black and white, and some castellated. The latter, which have two rows of Norman arches and pillars and a kind of keep-tower at the end, were the palace of the Landgraves and Elizabeth. The whole was, full of women and guides, geese, chickens, and dogs. We had some time to wait in a room, where we were refreshed with 'lemonade' made of raspberries, before we were shown over the castle — the most interesting points being the chapel with Luther's pulpit, and the room of his conflict with the devil, full of old pictures and furniture, but with nothing which can be relied upon as contemporary except, his table and a stone which he used as a footstool. When he threw the inkstand at the devil, the ink made a tremendous splash upon the wall, but there is no trace of it now : the relic collectors have scraped the wall away down to the bare stones.
"At the last moment at Eisenach I could not resist rushing out to sketch ; Conrad Cotta's House,' where you have so often described how Ursula Gotta first found the little Martin Luther singing hymns.
" The heat here at Erfurth is so great that I have been in a state of perpetual dissolution. It is a dull town with a great cathedral, and another church raised high above the marketplace and approached by long flights of steps. The Waisenhaus is an orphan institution occupying the Augustinian convent where Luther lived as a monk. All there is the same as in his time — the floors he used to sweep, the doors he had to open, and the courtyard filled with flowers and surrounded by wooden galleries. A pas-
1 An old monastic farm on the Levels, between Hailsham and Eastbourne. The internal interest of the Wartburg has long since-been "restored" away, and its rooms blaze with gilding and colour.

